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 The AIM Program Weekly News

 October 09-15, 2015

 In This Issue

Events: 
 • Everything is Energy Show Topics
 • Everything is Energy Weekly Show with Stephen Lewis
Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update:

 Two new Hereditary frequencies added to AIM
News and Resources:

 • Quote for the Week
 • Recommended Reading
 • EMC² Healing Meditation
 • AIM Scholarship Programs
 • The AIM Program on Facebook
AIM Testimonial: 
 • James from Arizona was able to self-heal himself, without any medical intervention.
EMC² Shop: Purchase your copy of Sanctuary The Path To Consciousness in paperback or on CD.
Also available in Spanish via Amazon.
EMC² Buttons: Check out EMC² Buttons for sale.

 Events

Everything is Energy Show Topics for Episode #502 10/08/15:

 • All discussions of energetic imbalances reference certain frequencies an imbalance may be similar to. A

 frequency is NOT the actual disease.

 • Newly revealed Hereditary imbalances added to the AIM database.
 • The closer something is to "spirituality", such as the AIM Program, the harder it is to define. AIM stimulates
 your consciousness to select whatever balancing energies you need to heal your imbalances. You do this
 as a matter of basic instinct to survive, something that's part of the package when you are born. Beyond
 that, AIM provides thousands of "volitional" or enhancing frequencies to help you increase your
 consciousness, if you so choose.
 • Stephen defines consciousness as the degree to which you perceive and feel your connection to everyone
 and everything in the universe. Increasing your level of consciousness is a personal choice. 
 • Discussed what "energetic uncertainty" means and doesn't mean. 
 • If in fact Stephen has finally identified the last of Hereditary imbalances present in most people, then he
 can quickly clear any recheck backlog and move on to other things, such as: enhancing frequencies, more
 targeted anti-aging frequencies and maybe finally, an update to Sanctuary. 
 • Discussed "immune deficiency frequency": what it is, what it does energetically and why it's so important
 to have no remaining Hereditary imbalances. 
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 To listen or download this week's Everything is Energy Weekly Show go to www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329.

 Stephen's Everything is Energy Weekly Show

 Thursday, October 15, 2015 
 9-10 AM (Pacific), 10-11 AM (Mountain), 11 AM-12 PM (Central), 12-1 PM (Eastern)

 

 Please join Stephen Lewis, the developer of the AIM Program of Energetic Balancing and co-author of the
 novel Sanctuary: The Path to Consciousness for the latest on newly revealed hereditary imbalances (what
 they’re similar to, how they may manifest, how "rare" or common they may be) and enlightening discussions
 on Stephen’s ever-expanding research and testing techniques and their implications for the
 comprehensiveness of the AIM Program and our potential well-being as AIM participants.

 To download or listen to this week's Everything is Energy Show, go to www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329.

 Or call in via telephone: 724-444-7444 
 Talkcast ID:1329# 
 1#-To log in as a guest. 

 To access past episodes, scroll down the page and click on the "Info" circle graphic to see episode
 descriptions and listen to or download any episode. 

 Questions? Please email them to energy@energeticmatrix.com with "E is E question" in the subject line.

 Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update
 As of October 08, 2015

This week there were two new Hereditary frequencies revealed to us.

 The first new Hereditary frequency 8755 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on October 5,
 2015. This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Bladder, Urinary Tract, Kidneys,
 Pancreas, Lungs, Respiratory System, Muscles and Joints or wherever it is in you if you have it. 
 It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequency of: Irritability. 

 The second new Hereditary frequency 8765 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on October
 5, 2015. This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Skin, Digestive Tract, Lungs,
 Respiratory System, Muscles and Joints or wherever it is in you if you have it.
 It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequency of: Withdrawal. 

Here is the update on past frequencies that were revealed and added to the AIM Program last week:

 8715, 8725, 8735 & 8745 We believe have balanced in all those AIM Participants who were clearing them.

 Regarding the frequencies that have cleared, we clarify: "We cannot say with certainty or accuracy that they
 have cleared in all, because we cannot check all. Additionally, some heal more slowly because of

http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329
http://www.aimprogram.com/emc2founders.php#Stephen
http://www.aimprogram.com/sanctuary.php
http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329
mailto:energy@energeticmatrix.com
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 underlying energetic weakness, such as the frequency of parasites."

REMINDER: Although the frequencies have balanced in those who are positive for them, we may have to
 allow our physical being to strengthen to notice the positive effects.

 Click here for a more-detailed explanation of the Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update

For more information on the latest frequencies you can listen to the Everything is Energy Show every

 Thursday morning from 9-10 AM (Pacific). (See the listing in Events.)

 News and Resources

Quote for the Week

 Our task must be to free ourselves by widening our circle of compassion
 to embrace all living creatures 

 and the whole of nature and its beauty. 
 ~Albert Einstein~

 Recommended Reading

 Rev. Michael Beckwith and Stephen Lewis - Love Is the Passion That Drives Life

 EMC² Healing Meditation

 If you're ready to supercharge your experience with the AIM Program, consider learning the techniques
 introduced in the EMC² Healing Meditation, available here: aimprogram.com/meditate.

 AIM Scholarship Programs

 As part of our outreach activities and continuous research, EMC² offers scholarships for those found to
 have the frequency of Autism, Down Syndrome or Cystic Fibrosis. Visit our web site for details AIM
 Scholarship Programs.

 Visit the AIM Program on Facebook

 To connect and share with us, please visit our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/EMC2aimprogram.

http://aimprogram.com/newfrequpdateexplain.php
http://healthywealthynwise.com/current_issue.asp?showdate=4/1/2008
http://aimprogram.com/meditate.php
http://aimprogram.com/aimscholarships.php
http://aimprogram.com/aimscholarships.php
http://www.facebook.com/EMC2aimprogram
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 AIM Testimonial

 Here is just one story of self-healing experienced by one of the tens of thousands of people who have
 utilized AIM to help unleash their innate healing capacity to achieve miraculous levels of well-being. We
 invite you to view others and take advantage of the convenient "search by keywords" feature which allows
 you to search through a wide array of topics. Click on the Testimonials tab at the top of
 www.aimprogram.com and choose Written Testimonials or just click here.

 James from Arizona 

 I was diagnosed with testicular cancer in March 2005, and was referred to The AIM Energetic Balancing
 Program by my massage therapist. It is my nature to question and doubt that this type of program might
 help me to heal myself. My medical options were major surgery, chemotherapy or heal naturally and do
 nothing. After carefully considering everything, I took a leap, started The AIM Energetic Balancing Program
 and decided to have faith that energetic balancing would allow me to do the rest and heal myself, without
 any medical intervention. Today, I am cancer-free and continue to slowly heal and balance my life. I feel
 The AIM Program for the Sacrament of Energetic Balancing is essential to my life now and in the future."

 EMC² Shop

Click here to purchase your copy of Sanctuary in paperback or on CD..

        

 "If energetic testing is our form of confession," I asked,
 "then is energetic imprinting our form of prayer?" 
 ~Sanctuary The Path To Consciousness page 164~

 EMC² Buttons

 3 Buttons for $2.75, including shipping and handling in U.S. (International orders add $2.90)

Click here to order your buttons

        

http://aimprogram.com/miracles.php
http://aimprogram.com/purchasesanctuary.php
http://aimprogram.com/purchasesanctuary.php
http://aimprogram.com/purchasesanctuary.php
http://link.energeticmatrix.com/order/?item=buttonoffer
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~ For previous Newsletters, visit the EMC² Weekly News archives ~

 Energetic Matrix Church of Consciousness, LLC 

5502 South Fort Apache Road Ste 110 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89148 • USA 

877-500-3622 • aimprogram.com

http://www.aimprogram.com/newsarchive/
http://aimprogram.com/
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